In this paper, the performance of the incompressible SPH (ISPH) method and an improved weakly compressible SPH (IWCSPH) method for free surface incompressible flows are compared and analyzed. In both methods, the Navier-Stokes equations are solved, and no artificial viscosity is used. The ISPH algorithm in this paper is based on the classical SPH projection method with common treatments on solid boundaries and free surfaces. The IWCSPH model includes some advanced corrective algorithms in density approximation and solid boundary treatment (SBT). In density approximation, the moving least squares (MLS) approach is applied to re-initialize density every several steps to obtain smoother and more stable pressure fields. An improved coupled dynamic SBT algorithm is implemented to obtain stable pressure values near solid wall areas and, thus, to minimize possible numerical oscillations brought in by the solid boundaries. Three representative numerical examples, including a benchmark test for hydrostatic pressure, a dam breaking problem and a liquid sloshing problem, are comparatively analyzed with ISPH and IWCSPH. It is demonstrated that the present IWCSPH is more attractive than ISPH in modeling free surface incompressible flows as it is more accurate and more stable with comparable or even less computational efforts.
INTRODUCTION
SPH is a mesh-free, Lagrangian particle method [1] . It was originally invented to solve astrophysical problems in three-dimensional open space [2] and has drawn more and more attractions in recent years because of its great adaptabilities in modeling solid and fluid dynamic problems [3, 4] . In SPH, the physical objects are represented by a set of particles with properties such as masses, velocities, pressures and so on. The particles interact with neighboring ones within a support domain defined by the kernel function. SPH particles can move freely, and there are no restrictions originated from using a grid, and therefore, it is natural in modeling problems with large deformations. It is also convenient to treat free surfaces and moving interfaces. These nice features make SPH method more advantageous over conventional grid-based methods in simulating the fluid flows with changing and breakup of free surfaces, and violent fluid-solid interaction with liquid impact, sloshing and splashing [5, 6] .
In modeling incompressible flows with free surfaces, the traditional SPH method is based on the assumption that the modeling fluid can be regarded as weakly compressible, and this approach is usually referred to as weakly compressible SPH (WCSPH). WCSPH is able to obtain reasonable flow patterns, but it encounters a number of difficulties especially pressure oscillations. However, during recent years, great progresses have been made in WCSPH methods, and the previous defections such as pressure oscillations have been resolved quite well either by using high order SPH approximation schemes such as the corrective smoothed particle method by Chen et al. [7] and the finite particle method by Liu et al. [8, 9] or by using a well-tuned artificial viscosity [10] . Density re-initialization [11, 12] is another effective approach to reduce large oscillation of the particle pressure and can be applied every several time steps without too much computational cost. Furthermore, the improvements in treating solid boundaries [13] and free surfaces [14] also contribute to WCSPH in better modeling free surface incompressible flows.
Another approach in resolving pressure is to model the free surface incompressible flows as rigorously incompressible rather than weakly compressible as in WCSPH [15] . This leads to the projection-based incompressible SPH (ISPH) method [16, 17] . Unlike WCSPH, the particle density in ISPH remains unchanged, ensuring the incompressibility of the modeling fluid. The pressure is implicitly obtained from solving the pressure Poisson's equation (PPE) rather than from an artificial equation of state as in WCSPH. The PPE is only related on the relative positions and relative velocities between particles without artificial parameters. Meanwhile, the solution of PPE in ISPH is based on the entire computational domain. Therefore, compared with traditional WCSPH methods, the ISPH methods are usually able to obtain much smoother pressure fields [18] .
There are several papers offering comparisons between ISPH and WCSPH. These papers compared the traditional WCSPH method and ISPH method and concluded that the ISPH method has overall advantages over WCSPH method [19] . However, these works did not consider the recent improvements in the SPH method especially in correction of particle approximation and enhancements in treatments of solid boundaries and free surfaces, and therefore, the obtained conclusions are insufficient. Mostafa Safdari Shadloo et al. [20] considered a robust WCSPH model and offered its comparison with the ISPH method, but the present numerical examples are not associated with changing and breakup of free surfaces, and violent fluid-solid interactions with liquid impact, sloshing and splashing. These are usually the most important features for violent free surface flows with moving objects.
As the existing results and conclusions from ISPH and WCSPH are usually inconsistent and even controversial, the purpose of this paper is to examine the performance of the classical ISPH method with an improved WCSPH (IWCSPH) method in modeling free surface incompressible flows with diversified numerical examples to make more reliable conclusions. To make ISPH and IWCSPH comparable, in both models, high order SPH approximation schemes and artificial viscosity are not used. The differences of IWCSPH from conventional WCSPH include a simple MSL approach to re-initialize density and an enhanced solid boundary treatment (SBT) algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. The basic SPH methodology and the governing equations are firstly introduced. The ISPH algorithm, which is based on classical SPH projection method and some common treatments on solid boundaries and free surfaces, is then presented. The following section gives detailed description of an IWCSPH model. This IWCSPH model combines a moving least squares (MLS) algorithm for re-initializing density, some modifications in free surface condition and an improved coupled dynamic SBT algorithm. Three typical numerical examples, including a benchmark test for hydrostatic pressure, a dam breaking problem and a liquid sloshing problem, are comparatively analyzed with ISPH and IWCSPH. Some conclusions are summed up at the end of this paper.
SPH METHODOLOGY
The basic formulation of SPH method consists of two steps of approximation: the kernel approx815
where the subscript b denotes the neighboring particles in the support domain, W is the kernel function defined over the support domain, r is the position vector of the particle, h is the smooth length, m b and b denote the mass and the density of the particle in support domain, respectively. To eliminate or alleviate possible tensile instability in SPH method when modeling fluid flows, a hyperbolic shaped kernel function is applied [22] :
where q D jr r b j=h.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND SPH DISCRETIZATION

Governing equations
In this section, the governing equations for incompressible SPH and weakly compressible SPH are discussed. Both of the two numerical schemes satisfy the following Lagrangian Navier-Stokes equations:
where , u, P , 0 and F denote the density, the velocity, the pressure, the laminar viscosity (10 6 m 2 /s for water in this paper) and the external body force exerted on water, respectively.
SPH discretization
On the basis of the SPH methodology presented in Section 2, the velocity gradient and pressure gradient can be expressed in SPH form as
Specifically, with Lo and Shao's suggestion [23] , the Laplacian operator in the governing equation is expressed as
where a D a 0 , b D b 0 , r ab D r a r b , Á is used to ensure a nonzero denominator and Á D 0.1h.
INCOMPRESSIBLE SPH ALGORITHM
SPH projection method
The pressure projection method is applied here to ensure incompressibility. To reduce the occurrence of instability, a half-time step scheme is taken in this paper [24] . In this scheme, the time integration is accomplished through two loops in one time step, ensuring second order accuracy.
In the first loop, the position and the velocity of a fluid particle are firstly predicted as
where superscript denotes the estimated value and n means the number of time step. Then, a correction step is applied on the basis of the pressure force. Because the incompressibility ensures that the density does not change, the pressure of fluid particles and boundary particles are obtained by solving the PPE:
where the left-hand side can be expressed in SPH form as:
The corrected velocity is expressed as
The velocity and the position in half time step are obtained by
The second loop in this numerical scheme advances another half time step to obtain the velocity and position at time step n C 1. 
Treatment of solid walls
In ISPH, a common SBT is the combinational use of edge particles and dummy particles. On the basis of the work in literature [19] , one layer of edge particles (named here as E ) and three layers of dummy particles (named here as D ) are placed on solid boundaries. The edge particles are involved in the solving of Poisson pressure equation. Dummy particles are used here to avoid the truncation of support domain for fluid particles near solid walls. The pressures of these dummy particles are given by the following formula to meet the Neumann boundary condition:
where i and j denote to the dummy particle and its reference edge particle, respectively, g is the acceleration of gravity. The nearest edge particle is chosen as the reference particle for a dummy particle, as shown in Figure 1 .
Free surface tracking and treatment
In ISPH, the widely used divergence of the position vectors is applied in the identification of free surface particles:
For particles far from free surfaces, this divergence has a theoretical value of 2 in 2D. However, because of the loss of particles in the support domains of free surface particles, their divergence values of the position vectors shall be much less than 2. In this paper, a threshold value of 1.5 is used to determine the free surface particles.
There are different ways to treat the detected free surface particles. One is to apply accurate Dirichlet boundary condition on the free surface particles, which means the pressures of all free surface particles are strictly set to zero. However, this treatment may lead to particle aggregation on free surfaces because of the lack of repulsive forces between free surface particles. Arne Bøckmann et al. [24] used another method to keep small pressure divergence between free surface particles.
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Similar to their works, in this paper, if identified as a free surface particle, Equation (12) is replaced by
5. AN IMPROVED WEAKLY COMPRESSIBLE SPH MODEL
Formulation
The WCSPH methods explicitly solve the Lagrangian Navier-Stokes equations. According to the SPH discretization scheme discussed in Section 3.2, the continuity and momentum equations can be expressed as
The pressure value is obtained from an artificial equation of state, such as
where c and 0 denote the numerical sound speed and the reference density (1000 kg/m 3 , for water in this work), respectively.
Technically, the density variation should be kept within 1% to meet the assumption of weak compressibility. Hence, the numerical sound speed c is usually chosen as at least 10 times bigger than the estimated maximum fluid velocity [21, 25] .
Density re-initialization
In SPH, particles are not restricted in grids, making it more convenient to simulate a phenomenon with large deformations and strong discontinuities. However, the movement of fluid particles can lead to unstable number of neighboring particles within the support domain, causing false density variations and pressure oscillations in numerical calculation. A promising way to solve this problem is to re-initialize densities of all particles every a number of time steps. In this IWCSPH model, the MLS density re-initialization algorithm (Equations (22), (23), (24) and (25)) developed by Dilts [11, 12] is applied every 20 time steps.
Improved coupled dynamic solid boundary treatment algorithm
It is a great challenge for traditional WCSPH to find a proper and efficient way to implement solid boundary condition. Usually, two most widely used SBTs are the dynamic boundary condition and the repulsive boundary condition. However, the dynamic boundary condition cannot completely prevent the penetration of fluid particles, whereas the repulsive boundary condition causes the truncation in the support domains of fluid particles near solid boundaries and leads to pressure oscillations. The coupled dynamic SBT algorithm, developed by Shao et al. [26] , combines both the dynamic boundary condition and repulsive boundary condition and is an effective implementation of the solid boundary condition.
In this improved WCSPH model, an improved coupled dynamic SBT algorithm is implemented in the SBT. This improved algorithm shows higher efficiency and gives more accurate results in numerical simulation.
Similar to the coupled dynamic SBT algorithm originally presented in literature [26] , fluid particles approaching the repulsive boundary particles will experience the repulsive forces:
where the subscript i and j denote the particle i and the particle j , respectively, m fluid is the mass of the approaching fluid particle and c ij is the average numerical sound velocity of the interacting fluid particle and boundary particle. However, different from the original coupled dynamic SBT algorithm, the density re-initialization of boundary particles in this improved algorithm not only takes the fluid particles into account but also considers the boundary particles in the support domain. This modification increases numerical stability because the information of the concerned particle contributes to the particle approximation of the particle itself. Moreover, it is not necessary to implement this density re-initialization every time step because the small changes in solid boundary does not make much difference to the whole system in WCSPH. In this paper, the density re-initialization of boundary particles is applied every 20 time steps.
Free surface condition
The particle number density is used as the identification criteria for free surface particles in this IWCSPH model, which can be expressed as
Theoretically, the particle number density of the fluid particle far from the free surface should be 1.0. However, for a free surface particle, because of its truncated support domain and less neighboring particles, the particle number density is much less than 1.0. In this paper, the particle with a particle number density less than 0.9 is identified as the free surface particle, and the pressure of the identified free surface particle is set to zero. 
COMPARISON OF A WATER TANK WITH HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE
The examination of hydrostatic pressure in a tank partially filled with still water is a benchmark problem, and it is quite a challenge for traditional SPH method to obtain a stable hydrostatic pressure [27] . In this section, the hydrostatic pressures obtained through the ISPH method and the improved WCSPH model are compared and discussed. As shown in Figure 2 , the breadth and height of the water tank are 1 and 1 m, respectively. The depth of water column is 0.3 m, and a pressure probe point (point P in Figure 2 ) is placed 0.1 m below the initial free surface on the left wall. Theoretically, the pressure value of this point should be a constant one of gd D 981 Pa. The total number of fluid particles used in this simulation is N D 100 30, with an initial particle spacing of 0.01m. The time step taken in the ISPH simulation is 10 4 s, and in the IWCSPH simulation, the time step is 10 5 s. Figure 3 shows the pressure snapshots obtained by using ISPH and IWCSPH at t D 15 s. This time instant is chosen to stay away from initial disturbance and examine the numerical stability of the two numerical models discussed above. For the convenience of comparisons, the calibration scale is kept uniform in the pressure snapshots obtained by ISPH and IWCSPH. It is observed that both models give smooth pressure fields, but the average pressure in the ISPH snapshot is higher than that in the IWCSPH snapshot. It is observed that the pressure profile obtained by ISPH is significantly higher than the analytical solution, and the discrepancy becomes larger as the depth increases. The pressure profile obtained by IWCSPH is very close to the analytical pressure profile, except for some small discrepancies near the solid boundary area. Figure 5 shows the pressure histories of the probe point P obtained by ISPH and IWCSPH. It is observed that both models give stable numerical results for this still water tank with hydrostatic pressure. However, the pressure history obtained by ISPH keeps rising as time marches, which may be due to ISPH's sensitivity to small disturbances. On the contrary, the pressure curve from IWC-SPH is very close to the analytical solution and slightly keeps going down because of the small numerical diffusion in this model.
In general, both ISPH and IWCSPH give acceptable results for this hydrostatic test. The results of IWCSPH are about 10% lower than those of ISPH and are closer to the theoretical values. Hence, it can be concluded that IWCSPH is more accurate than ISPH in spatial and temporal pressure distributions for this benchmark problem with hydrostatic pressure.
COMPARISON OF HYDRODYNAMIC EXAMPLES
Although both ISPH and IWCSPH can simulate hydrostatic problems very well, hydrodynamic problems attract more interests in engineering applications. In this section, two typical problems with water impact and the periodical liquid sloshing are tested and discussed, respectively. Some conclusions are drawn on the basis of these analyses. 
Dam breaking problem with large impact pressure
Dam breaking is a common and important benchmark problem for numerical simulations of free surface incompressible flows [28] . It usually comes with lots of complex phenomenon, including changing and breakup of free surfaces, splashing and strong impact against solid boundaries. In this section, two cases of 2D dam breaking are presented and discussed to comparatively investigate the reliability of the ISPH method and the IWCSPH model. Meanwhile, some comparisons and analyses of the computational costs are offered in this section.
In the first case of dam breaking, the experimental domain is W D 0.4m long, and the initial dimension of water column is L H D 0.1 m 0.2 m, as shown in Figure 6 . The total number of fluid particles is N D 40 80, with the initial particle spacing of d 0 D 0.0025 m. In ISPH simulation, the time step is taken as 10 4 s, and in IWCSPH simulation it is 10 5 s. The numerical results at two different moments are presented in Figure 7 . The results obtained by ISPH and IWCSPH are compared at dimensionless time moments of t.g=H / 0.5 D 1.96 and 4.55, respectively. It is observed that both methods can obtain reasonable flow pattern and smooth pressure fields for areas far from the solid boundaries and free surfaces. IWCSPH can obtain better details in the flow jet and cavity. Most importantly, ISPH is associated with bigger oscillation near the solid boundaries and free surfaces, and small disturbance can lead to numerical instability. This is due to the different schemes in calculating pressure in ISPH and WCSPH. In ISPH, pressure is obtained through solving a system matrix equation (describing PPE) on the entire computational domain; small perturbations in boundary or free surface areas can simultaneously propagate across the entire computational domain and can further lead to bigger oscillations and instability in the numerical simulation. In contrast, in WCSPH, the pressure is obtained from the equation of state and is related to the approximation of density, which is conducted only within the support domain of a concerned particle. Numerical oscillations or small errors at a concerned particle only influence neighboring particles within the support domain rather than the entire computational domain at the same step. Their influences to particles far away from the concerned particle are effective only at later time steps. In other words, in ISPH, the influence of numerical oscillation is more direct and global. Any numerical disturbance can influence the entire computational domain at the same time step. However, in WCSPH, the influence of numerical oscillation is indirect and local. The propagation of possible numerical disturbance can be smeared and vanished over a number of time steps. Hence, ISPH is more sensitive to numerical oscillations and easier to induce numerical instability, whereas WCSPH is more flexible. The numerical results at two special instants are presented in Figure 9 . The results obtained by ISPH and IWCSPH are compared at dimensionless time instants of t.g/H / 0.5 D 3.2 and 6.4, respectively. In this example, both ISPH and IWCSPH give generally smooth pressure fields and present those important details such as flow cavity and flow jet. However, it is observed that in the results obtained by ISPH, the pressure field inside the flow still suffers from some incorrect oscillations and discontinuities, especially in places where strong impacts happen. Meanwhile, the water splash in ISPH simulation is much more severe than that in IWCSPH simulation, which indicates that the IWCSPH is more flexible and stable than ISPH. A detailed comparison of the pressure history on point P is shown in Figure 10 . The pressure curves obtained by ISPH and IWCSPH are compared with experimental data [29] . It is observed that the pressure curve obtained by ISPH simulation oscillates more greatly than that obtained by IWC-SPH simulation, and the oscillation amplitude is so big that it has concealed the valuable information about the pressure history on point P. Specifically, when strong impact happens, the instability of ISPH becomes much more severe, which is shown as the exorbitant pressure during dimensionless time from 2.6 to 3.0 in Figure 10 . In contrast, the pressure history obtained in IWCSPH simulation is generally smooth. During the occurrence of strong impact, the IWCSPH captured the impact pressure very well. Although the pressure value is smaller than the experimental data, the discrepancy is acceptable for engineering applications.
To sum up, for the two dam breaking cases, both ISPH and IWCSPH can obtain reasonable flow patterns with smooth pressure fields in bulky flow region. However, IWCSPH is more accurate, more flexible and can capture more flow details such as jets and cavity. ISPH is more sensitive to numerical oscillations, and it is easier to cause instability. Computational cost can be a major concern for both ISPH and WCSPH. ISPH is a semi-implicit method that can use big time step but is time-consuming in solving the PPE at every time step. WCSPH is an explicit method, which uses comparatively smaller time step. Here, we give a detailed comparison of the computational cost for the presented ISPH and IWCSPH models (in Table I ). It is noted that as ISPH needs to solve PPE at every time step, the sparse matrix solver can be very important. In this work, a parallel sparse matrix solver (PARDISO in Intel r Math Kernel Library) is used. All numerical simulations are conducted on a computer with a dual-core processor. It is found that although the time step in ISPH is generally 10 times bigger than that in IWCSPH, ISPH does not show significant advantages over IWCSPH in computational cost, and as the computational scale (i.e., the number of particles) increases, IWCSPH gradually shows higher efficiency.
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Liquid sloshing problem with periodically changing hydrodynamic pressure
Sloshing refers to the periodic liquid movement in a partially filled container due to external excitations [30] . It is a common and important phenomenon in engineering field. In this section, an example of liquid sloshing is presented to test the adaptabilities of ISPH and IWCSPH in periodic hydrodynamic problems.
As shown in Figure 11 pressure obtained by ISPH is a little bit higher than that obtained by IWCSPH. To find out which result is more reliable, the pressure history on the pressure sensor point is recorded and presented in Figure 14 . Comparing the curves obtained in numerical simulations with the experimental data [31] , it is found that although the average pressure value decreases a little as the time marches, the pressure curve obtained by the IWCSPH model is in better agreement with the real condition. For the pressure curve obtained by ISPH, although a similar shape is retained, the average pressure keeps rising and deviates from the experimental data more greatly compared with that obtained by IWCSPH. The greater discrepancies between ISPH results and the experimental data may still come from the instability of ISPH algorithm.
To eliminate the possible worry of grid dependence, more particles are used for a comparative study. The particle spacing in this test is d 0 D 0.005 m. The pressure curves obtained by ISPH simulation and IWCSPH simulation are presented in Figure 15 . It is observed that, compared with the previous sloshing test, there are no obvious differences in IWCSPH simulation with more particles. Although the results obtained by ISPH simulation with more particles show slightly better agreement with the experimental data compared with the previous ISPH results with fewer particles, they do not have significant advantages over IWCSPH results. Moreover, when the particle number increases, as stated in the previous section, IWCSPH shows higher efficiency than ISPH. Therefore, it can be concluded that for this liquid sloshing problem with periodically changing hydrodynamic pressure, the IWCSPH model also gives better results than ISPH.
CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
ISPH and WCSPH are two approaches in modeling incompressible flows within the frame of SPH. ISPH is a semi-implicit method that needs to solve the PPE, and WCSPH is an explicit method that is based on the weakly compressible assumption of the incompressible fluid. As ISPH and WCSPH are very popular, although reported results are usually inconsistent, in this paper, we present a comprehensive study of the ISPH method and an improved weakly compressible SPH method in free surface flows. Both methods solve the Navier-Stokes equations in Lagrangian form, and no artificial viscosity is used. The ISPH algorithm presented in this paper is based on the classical SPH projection method with some common treatments on solid boundaries and free surfaces. The IWCSPH model includes some advanced corrective algorithms in density approximation and SBT.
Three typical numerical examples, including a benchmark problem with hydrostatic pressure, a dam breaking problem with large impact pressure and a liquid sloshing problem with periodically changing hydrodynamic pressure, are comparatively analyzed with ISPH and IWCSPH. For these three representative examples, it is found that, in general, both ISPH and IWCSPH can well capture the flow patterns with smooth pressure fields. For the benchmark problem with hydrostatic pressure, IWCSPH is more accurate than ISPH in spatial and temporal pressure distributions. For dam breaking problem and a liquid sloshing problem, IWCSPH is more accurate and more stable, whereas ISPH is more sensitive to numerical oscillations and is easier to cause instability. And, therefore, the IWCSPH is more suitable for problems with violent water impact and fluid-structure interactions.
Another point is that although ISPH can use much bigger time steps, it needs to solve the timeconsuming sparse matrix equation. Therefore, ISPH is not superior to IWCSPH in computational cost. For problems with a large number of particles, IWCSPH can even be more efficient than ISPH. Moreover, as the IWCSPH code in this paper is a serial code and the ISPH code is partially parallelled, the IWCSPH may be more competitive after parallelization.
It is known that the conventional WCSPH usually suffers from low accuracy with high pressure oscillations. Although using numerical techniques such as higher order SPH approximation schemes and artificial viscosity can greatly improve WCSPH, in the presented IWCSPH, only a simple MLS approach for re-initializing density and an enhanced SBT algorithm are used. It is straightforward to implement on existing WCSPH without introducing inherent factors unsuitable for comparisons with ISPH.
In conclusion, although the ISPH method may have some advantages over traditional WCSPH method, the presented IWCSPH is more attractive than ISPH as it is more accurate and more stable with comparable or even less computational efforts.
